Methods for determining particle size distribution and growth rates between 1 and 3 nm using the Particle Size Magnifier
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The most important parameters describing the atmospheric new particle formation process are the particle formation and growth rates. These together determine the amount of cloud condensation nuclei attributed to secondary particle formation. Due to difficulties in detecting small neutral particles, it has previously not been possible to derive these directly from measurements in the size range below about 3 nm. The Airmodus Particle Size Magnifier has been used at the SMEAR II station in Hyytiälä, southern Finland, and during nucleation experiments in the CLOUD chamber at CERN for measuring particles as small as about 1 nm in mobility diameter. We developed several methods to determine the particle size distribution and growth rates in the size range of 1–3 nm from these data sets. Here we introduce the appearance-time method for calculating initial growth rates. The validity of the method was tested by simulations with the Ion-UHMA aerosol dynamic model.

Introduction

Studying processes in which new aerosol particles are formed via gas-to-particle conversion requires measurements also in the size range 1–2 nm, i.e. exactly at the size of the nucleating clusters (Kulmala et al. 2013). New particle formation happens frequently in the atmosphere in many different kinds of environments (e.g. Kulmala et al. 2004, Manninen et al. 2011), but also in some industrial processes and in engine exhausts (e.g. Lähde et al. 2009). One of the reasons why the molecular level processes leading to new particle formation are not yet completely understood has been the inability to detect neutral particles below 3 nm in diameter.

The need to measure smaller particles has led to a rapid development of new measurement methods for determining particle size distribution and growth rates between 1 and 3 nm using the Particle Size Magnifier. Boreal Env. Res. 19 (suppl. B): 215–236.
techniques for detecting nucleating particles (Kulmala et al. 2012). Ion spectrometers like the Balanced Scanning Mobility Analyzer (BSMA; Tammet 2006) and Neutral Cluster and Air Ion Spectrometer (NAIS, Mirmie et al. 2007) can be used to measure ions down to 0.8 nm in mobility diameter, and NAIS can additionally detect neutral particles down to ~2 nm (Asmi et al. 2009). Iida et al. (2009) showed that diethylene glycol (DEG) has preferable characteristics for activating small particles, and several Condensation Particle Counter (CPC) applications using DEG as condensing fluid have been developed (Jiang et al. 2011, Vanhanen et al. 2011, Kuang et al. 2012a). Recently Wimmer et al. (2013) characterized the performance of a Particle Size Magnifier (PSM; Airmodus A09) and laminar flow type DEG-CPC (modified TSI 3776) and showed that they can be used to detect particles even close to 1 nm in mobility diameter.

A CPC measures the total particle number concentration. For obtaining a size distribution, one normally needs to combine it with a charger and a size-selection method, for instance a differential mobility analyzer (DMA). Unfortunately, the charging efficiency of particles smaller than 3 nm is very low (Hoppel and Frick 1986, Wiedensohler 1988), and DMAs often have substantial losses for the smallest particles, leading to very poor counting efficiencies below 3 nm. Therefore, most size spectrometers, like the Differential or Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (DMPS/SMPS; Flagan 1998), are normally used to measure only at sizes larger than 3 nm, and large deviations between individual instruments exist below 10 nm (Wiedensohler et al. 2012). Jiang et al. (2011) developed recently a DEG-SMPS reaching also smaller sizes, and neutral clusters have been measured with a cluster-CIMS (Zhao et al. 2011). Size distributions have also been obtained using a pulse-height CPC (Sipilä et al. 2009, Lehtipalo et al. 2009, 2010), in which the supersaturation profile inside the CPC condenser is used to determine the size distribution between 1.5–5 nm. However, size distribution data sets reaching the smallest particles are still sparse, and they are difficult to compare due to differences in methods, instruments and their size ranges.

There are only few studies addressing the initial growth rate (GR) of particles. The NAIS and BSMA have been used to study the growth of 1.5–3 nm ions during field measurements (Hirsikko et al. 2005, Yli-Juuti et al. 2011). However, ion spectrometers are not suitable for measuring the growth of sub-2 nm neutral particles. The initial particle growth rates have been studied by using the size distribution data from the DEG-SMPS and solving the GR from the general dynamic equation (Kuang et al. 2012b). Alternatively, the GRs from 1–3 nm have been estimated from the time lag between rise in sulphuric acid concentration and the start of a nucleation event detected at 3 nm (e.g. Sihto et al. 2006), or the time lag between CPCs at different cut-off sizes (Riccobono et al. 2012). Modelling studies and data evaluation have shown that especially at the beginning of the growth process, the estimated GR values can be very sensitive to the method used for determining the growth rate (Leppä et al. 2011, Yli-Juuti et al. 2011, Riccobono et al. 2012).

Here we describe several methods to obtain the size distribution of particles below 3 nm from the PSM data, introduce the appearance time method to calculate the growth rate of sub-3 nm particles, compare their outcomes with the size distributions and GRs obtained using other instruments, and validate the appearance time method by simulations. So far some of those methods were used in field measurements inside the boreal forest at the Hyytiälä SMEAR II station (Kulmala et al. 2013) and in the CLOUD nucleation experiments at CERN (Kirkby et al. 2011, Almeida et al. 2013). In the CLOUD experiments it was demonstrated that the PSM can detect particles sooner after the initiation of the particle formation process than any other particle counter used, and that the data is comparable to cluster distributions measured with mass spectrometers (Schobesberger et al. 2013).

**Determining the particle size distribution**

**The Particle Size Magnifier**

The Particle Size Magnifier (Airmodus A09/A10; see Fig. 1) is a pre-conditioner for a CPC, using diethylene glycol for activating and grow-
Determining particle size distribution and growth rates

The diethylene glycol supersaturation inside the PSM, which primarily defines the lowest particle size that can be measured, is created by turbulently mixing heated saturated air with the cooler sample air. The achieved level of supersaturation can be changed by changing the mixing ratio of the sample and saturator air. In practice, this is done by changing the flow rate through the saturator. Thus the cut-off size of the instrument can be varied by scanning the saturator flow rate. Compared with a laminar flow type CPC, in which the supersaturation is controlled only by temperature differences, the mixing type design enables changing the supersaturation much faster, and thus getting size information of the particles with a reasonable time resolution.

For scanning the PSM cut-off size, we used a cycle of 120 steps between saturator flow rates of 0.1 and 1 liters per minute (lpm) within 120 s (equaling to an increase/decrease of 0.0075 lpm s⁻¹). The scanning time was chosen so that the change is slow enough to ensure stable flow rates. An example of the PSM raw data measured in the scan mode is given in Fig. 2. Here,
we first measured filtered particle-free air which was going through a radioactive source (\(^{241}\)Am), which produces a high concentration of ions smaller than about 1.5 nm in mobility diameter (Steiner and Reischl 2012). The concentration shown by the PSM was about zero with the lowest saturator flow rates \((f_{\text{sat}} < 0.3 \text{ lpm})\), but the concentration rose rapidly as the saturator flow rate was increasing and the ions produced in the charger were activated. After the charger test, we measured room air in the laboratory. Now the total concentration remained above \(5 \times 10^2 \text{ cm}^{-3}\) at all saturator flow rates, as the larger particles activate already at the lowest mixing ratios. However, a distinct scan cycle is still visible, indicating the presence of 1–3 nm particles in the room air.

### Calibration

Laboratory calibrations were done to characterize the detection efficiency of the PSM-CPC system for particles of different size and composition, and to establish a relation between the flow mixing ratio and the activation size, which was needed for extracting a size distribution and finally a growth rate of the particles from the raw data.

We produced ammonium sulphate and silver clusters and particles in a tube furnace (nucleation-condensation technique). The aerosol was charged with an \(^{241}\)Am charger. Particles with a certain mobility size were selected with a high-resolution Herrmann DMA (Herrmann et al. 2000). In case of the ammonium sulphate calibrations, the composition of the produced particles and the cleanliness of the sample were verified with a high-resolution mass spectrometer (APi-TOF; Junninen et al. 2010). The reference instrument for concentration in the calibrations was a TSI 3068B electrometer. The other test aerosols were tungsten oxide particles from a Grimm WOx generator, and mobility standards (Ude and Fernandez de la Mora 2005) produced by electrospraying. The calibration setup and mass/mobility spectra of the measured ions are presented in Kangasluoma et al. (2013).

The total detection efficiency as a function of size for different test particles in the PSM at the highest mixing ratio \((f_{\text{sat}} = 1 \text{ lpm})\) is shown in Fig. 3. The cut-off size (50% detection efficiency) was 1.2–1.5 nm depending on the particle composition. These results are similar to the ones presented in earlier studies (Vanhanen et al. 2011, Kangasluoma et al. 2013, Wimmer et al. 2013). Activation of the differently-sized ammonium sulphate particles as a function of the
saturator flow rate is illustrated in Fig. 4. Here, the data is scaled to one to account for the lower total detection efficiency at the smaller sizes due to diffusional losses of particles inside the PSM and/or the CPC (TSI 3010). Thus, it gives the activation efficiency of particles, i.e. the 50% value gives the saturator flow rate at which half of the particles of that size are activated (activation diameter). It can be seen (Fig. 4b) that in the size range from 1 to 2 nm (0.2 lpm < $f_{\text{sat}}$ < 1 lpm) the relation between the saturator flow rate and the activation diameter is almost linear.

The activation curves of particles in the PSM are clearly steeper than in laminar flow DEG-CPCs, mainly due to lower losses of small particles (Wimmer et al. 2013), and we see that it can clearly distinguish particles with 0.1 nm difference in diameter.

The effect of sample particle composition on their activation probability is discussed in Kangasluoma et al. (2013, 2014), hence here we only state that the overall composition effect on the activation diameter is in the order of ±0.2 nm for inorganic samples (Kulmala et al. 2012).
Data treatment and inversion

Based on the calibrations, described in the previous section, a data inversion was developed in order to convert the data measured with the PSM in scanning mode into a size distribution. Two different methods for data inversion were tested: step-wise method and Gaussian method. Before the data inversion, we removed peaks in the concentration data, and smoothed the data e.g. with a moving average filter, for minimizing the effect of fluctuations, which are faster than the 120 s scan cycle. Each scan was then treated separately.

In the step-wise method, we assumed a step-function like activation curve for each size, i.e. all particles of a certain size activate exactly at a certain saturator flow rate. The total concentration was then taken at seven different saturator flow rates between 0.2 and 1 lpm, which correspond to cut-off sizes 0.9–2.1 nm (see Fig. 4b). The concentration in each size bin limited by these cut-off sizes was calculated as the difference in the concentration on the upper and lower limit of the size bin. The difference was then corrected for the average detection efficiency at the mean diameter of that size bin as follows:

\[
C(d_p) = \frac{C_{\text{upper}} - C_{\text{lower}}}{D(d_p)},
\]

where \(C(d_p)\) is the concentration in the size bin, \(C_{\text{upper}}\) is the concentration at the upper limit of the size bin, \(C_{\text{lower}}\) is the concentration at the lower limit of the size bin, \(D(d_p)\) is the detection efficiency and \(d_p\) is the particle diameter.

In the Gaussian inversion method, we used Gaussian-shaped kernel functions (see Fig. 5) for inverting the data. The kernel functions describe the probability of particles of a certain size being measured at a certain flow rate. Thus the measured concentration in a size bin is the sum of the actual concentrations multiplied by the kernel functions. The width and height of the kernel functions were chosen so that they resemble the difference between the measured activation curves (Fig. 4a), taking the detection efficiency into account. We chose to use six channels 0.2 nm apart from each other, so that the kernel functions do not overlap too much. Now the concentration in each size bin can be calculated using matrix inversion for the measured concentration at each saturator flow bin as follows [for the inversion we used a least-squares inversion routine (MATLAB function \texttt{lsqnonneg})]:

![Fig. 5. Gaussian-shaped kernel functions used for the data inversion. The height and width of the kernels for each size were chosen so as to resemble the measurement data in Fig. 4. (derivative of cut-off curves 0.2 nm apart).](image-url)
where \( C_{\text{meas}} \) is the measured concentration at a certain saturator flow rate \( (f_{\text{sat}}) \), \( P \) is the probability of a certain sized particle \( (d_p) \) to be measured at that saturator flow rate, \( C_{\text{true}} \) is the true concentration of particles of certain size, and \( K \) is the kernel function. Measurement errors were not considered in the inversion, which should be kept in mind especially when the noise-to-signal ratio is high.

The two inversion methods are compared in Fig. 6 for one day of field measurement data. The output of the step-wise inversion method seemed to be more noisy than that of the Gaussian method, giving somewhat higher concentrations during the nucleation event (indicated by the high concentration of small particles between about 10 am and 3 pm) and in the smallest channel, but also negative values when the concentration was low. The least-squares inversion function forces the result to be non-negative, which is a justified assumption for particle concentration data. However, both methods showed similar time trends in the data and captured the starting of the nucleation event. We compared the size distributions obtained using the least-squares inversion method with the size distribution measured with the NAIS. An example with the size distributions merged is shown in Fig. 7a (the size range 0.9–2.1 nm was measured with the PSM and 3–40 nm with NAIS).
Determining the growth rates

Appearance time method

After the start of a nucleation event, both in the atmosphere and in the laboratory, the recently-formed particles normally grow in size by condensation of the nucleating vapours and possibly also other vapours. Thus the particle size distribution evolves as the particles move into larger size bins as they grow. The apparent growth rate (GR, normally expressed in nm h\(^{-1}\)) can be determined by following this time evolution. Here, we define “the appearance time method” for determining initial particle growth rates. The method is based on finding the time step when the newly-formed particles appear at a certain size, and calculating the GR from the time difference between successive sizes.

It is not obvious how the time steps should be chosen for the appearance time method. We tested four different options for selecting the time step for each size: (1) the time when the (total) concentration at certain cut-off size increased to 5% from the maximum concentration reached during nucleation, hereafter called GR\(_{\text{tot},5}\); (2) the time when (total) concentration reached 50% of the maximum, hereafter called GR\(_{\text{tot},50}\); (3) the time when the concentration in a certain size bin has increased to 5% of the maximum, hereafter called GR\(_{\text{sr},5}\); (4) the time when the concentration in a certain size bin has reached 50% of the maximum, hereafter called GR\(_{\text{sr},50}\). To follow the leading edge of the distribution (GR\(_{\text{tot},5}\) and GR\(_{\text{sr},5}\)),
any (low) percentage value could be used, we for consistency chose 5%. The appearance time method is not restricted to PSM data, but can be used with any data set where particle measurements at several size limits or several size bins exist, e.g. a CPC battery with several CPCs measuring at different cut-off sizes. This is sometimes called a time-lag method (e.g. Riccobono et al. 2012). However, if the shapes of the cut-off curves of the instruments are very different, the time-lag method might considerably underestimate the GR (Riccobono et al. 2012).

We determined the GR using GR_{sr,50}, which was applied to the field measurement data (see Fig. 7b and c). From there, we can find the time steps at which the concentration reached 50% of its maximum value in each size bin (represented with the mean diameter of the size bin). The GR was then determined as a linear fit between the 50% time steps and the mean diameters. For studying the size dependency of the growth rate, the fitting can be done separately for different size ranges, as in Kulmala et al. (2013). In the example case (see Fig. 7d), GR_{sr,50} = 0.3 nm h^{-1} for the particles size range 1–1.3 nm, and GR_{sr,50} = 1.0 nm h^{-1} for 1.3–2 nm.

For the data measured in the chamber experiments in CLOUD, we determined the growth rate by following the leading edge of the size distribution (GR_{tot,5}). This method describes the growth of the most rapidly growing particles, and it was suitable for CLOUD experiments, in which the chamber was in most cases almost clean of particles before the start of the experiment, and the particle formation reached a steady-state situation quickly (Kirkby et al. 2011). This method is visualized in Fig. 8. The total particle concentrations at the different saturator flow rates after the start of a nucleation experiment are shown Fig. 8a. The concentration was slightly decreasing before the start of nucleation due to removal of larger particles in the chamber. Here, we also first normalized the data and searched for the time step when the concentration had increased to 5% of the maximum. The GR was determined by a linear fit between the time steps and the cut-off diameters. The advantage of this method is that the data do not need to be inverted into a size distribution before determining the GR, so it is applicable also when just total concentration data at 2 or more cut-off sizes exists.

The GR_{sr,50} and GR_{tot,5} are compared in Fig. 8b. The 50% values are naturally reached later, but the resulting GRs are close to each other: 2.6 nm h^{-1} from GR_{tot,5} and 2.1 nm h^{-1} from GR_{sr,50}. For comparison, also the 50% appearance times of ion clusters identified and measured with the API-TOF mass spectrometer (Junninen et al. 2010, Schobesberger et al. 2013) are shown, and the 50% times for each size bin from the NAIS data. NAIS and the API-TOF gave GRs of 2.0 nm h^{-1} and 2.3 nm h^{-1}, respectively. The correlation between the GRs measured with the PSM (GR_{tot,5}) and NAIS (50% appearance time) was generally good ($r = 0.88$, see Fig. 9). It should be noted that NAIS was used in ion mode so it detected only ions, whereas the PSM measured both ions and neutral particles. Of the different versions of the appearance time method, GR_{sr,50} is closest to the mode-fitting method or maximum concentration method used traditionally with the size spectrometer data sets (Yli-Juuti et al. 2011). However, the appearance time method has been found to work also when the size distribution has not yet formed a clear mode, or the concentrations are very low, which often inhibits the use of the traditional methods at very small sizes and especially in the beginning of the nucleation process.

The appearance time method simulation study

The appearance time method, described above, was tested by using the method on the data obtained from a set of aerosol dynamics simulations. The principal idea is that we know the growth rate of particles in the simulation and we can estimate the growth rate from the output data of the simulations, so comparing the “real” value obtained directly from the simulation and the “estimate” obtained using the appearance time method, we can assess how well the method is able to estimate the growth rate. More specifically, the aims of the simulation study were to assess (1) how the uncertainty in the shape of the detection efficiency curves, e.g. due to changes in particle composition, is affecting the determination of the GRs, (2) how well the method is
able to capture the size dependency of the GR, and (3) in what conditions the GR can be reliably determined using the appearance time method.

Methodology of the simulation study

The simulations were conducted using the Ion-UHMA (University of Helsinki Multicomponent Aerosol Model for neutral and charged particles) model (Leppä et al. 2009). The simulated particle diameter range was from 1.0 to 50.0 nm and the range was covered by 120 size sections distributed evenly on a logarithmic scale. Furthermore, depending on their electric charge the particles were divided into three classes: neutral, negatively-charged and positively-charged. Besides the particles, the simulations included pools for negatively- and positively-charged small ions. The mobility of the negative (positive) small ions was assumed to be 1.6 (1.4) cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹ which corresponds roughly to a mobility diameter of 1.14 (1.22) nm (Ehn et al. 2011). For both polarities, the concentrations of small ions were kept constant at 400 cm⁻³. The particle number size distribution for each charge class was obtained as an output from the simulations with a time resolution of 30 s.
The main processes modelled in the simulations were the new particle formation (NPF), condensational growth of the particles, coagulation and ion-aerosol attachment. The actual nucleation process was, however, not simulated, but the formation rate of particles with 1 nm in diameter, \( J_1 \), was used as input in the simulation. The value of \( J_1 \) was either kept constant or followed a sinusoidal pattern as a function of time with the average rate of either 1 cm\(^{-3}\) s\(^{-1}\), which correspond roughly to a typical value observed at Hyytiälä (Manninen et al. 2009), or 100 cm\(^{-3}\) s\(^{-1}\) which could be observed in a more polluted urban environment (Kulmala et al. 2004), respectively. The duration of the NPF was either 1 or 4 hours, which correspond to short, burst-like, NPF events or to NPF events spanning over a considerable time period, respectively.

The majority of the particles were formed electrically neutral with the fractions of particles formed negatively- or positively-charged being 5% per polarity. In total, 10% of the particles were assumed to be formed via ion-induced nucleation, IIN, which corresponds roughly to an average value of the IIN observed at Hyytiälä (Manninen et al. 2010).

Rather than simulating the condensation process, the particle diameter growth rate was used as input in the simulations with optionally different growth rates for neutral (GR\( _0 \)) and charged (GR\( _\pm \)) particles. In all simulations, the growth rates were kept constant in time. As a function of diameter, the GR\( _0 \) had either a constant value of 5 nm h\(^{-1}\) or increased according to

\[
GR_0(d_p) = 5 \times \tanh\left[ 0.17 \left( d_p + 0.8 \right) \right],
\]

(3)

where \( d_p \) is the diameter in nanometres and GR\( _0 \) is obtained in nm h\(^{-1}\). The functional form of the diameter dependence of the GR\( _0 \) was arbitrarily chosen, but it is similar to that observed in field measurements (Hirsikko et al. 2005, Yli-Juuti et al. 2011, Kuang et al. 2012b). GR\( _\pm \) was either the same as GR\( _0 \) or was multiplied by a charge enhancement factor, \( \xi(d_p) \), which was calculated according to Nadykto and Yu (2003) and by assuming that the condensing molecule had properties similar to the sulphuric acid molecule. These growth rates and the enhancement factor as a function of diameter are plotted in Fig. 10.

Finally, there were four different options for a particle sink in the simulations: (1) no sink; (2) particles removed by the loss rate \( S(d_p) = \)
(1.31 × 10⁻³ nm/dₚ) s⁻¹; (3) coagulation loss to pre-existing larger particles modelled by adding a monodisperse distribution with the concentration of 320 cm⁻³ and particle diameter of 150 nm; (4) the same as option 3, but with the concentration of 3200 cm⁻³. Option 2 provides a loss rate similar to the estimated wall losses occurring in the CLOUD chamber in CERN (Almeida et al. 2013). Options 3 and 4 provide the condensation sinks (CS) values of 1 × 10⁻³ s⁻¹ and 1 × 10⁻² s⁻¹, which are a typical and a rather high value, respectively, when compared with those observed at Hyytiälä (Dal Maso et al. 2007).

All combinations of the options listed above were included in the simulations resulting in 128 simulations (for the values of input parameters used in the simulations see Table 1). It should be noted that this simulation set does not provide a representative sample of the covered parameter space, i.e. it can be used to characterize features of the appearance time method, but it is not suitable for detailed statistical analysis.

Before applying the appearance time method, the simulated data was converted to a format emulating the data format obtained from the PSM. This was achieved by assuming a set of detection efficiency curves with each curve corresponding to a different cut-off size (Fig. 10B). Four sets of nine curves were used providing the following scenarios:

Scenario 1: The shape of a detection efficiency curve was similar to that assumed for the PSM and the same for each curve. The cut-off sizes ranged from 1.18 to 2.68 nm and were equally spaced in the diameter space.
Scenario 2: The same as Scenario 1, but the curves were linearly-shifted towards larger sizes by 0.5 nm (range from 1.68 nm to 3.18 nm).
Scenario 3: The shape of the curves changed as a function of cut-off size with the slope of the curve steepening with increasing cut-off size. The cut-off sizes were 0.2 nm greater than in Scenario 1, i.e. ranging from 1.38 to 2.88 nm.
Scenario 4: The curves were assumed to be step-functions with the steps occurring at the same cut-off sizes as in Scenario 1.

Scenarios 1 and 4 correspond to detection efficiency curves obtained using the Gaussian and step-wise inversion methods (see section ‘Data treatment and inversion’), respectively. Scenario 2 characterizes a situation in which the particles activated in the PSM are actually larger than expected, for example due to a difference in the composition of the measured particles and those used to calibrate the instrument. Scenario 3 characterizes a situation in which the shapes of the detection efficiency curves depend on the cut-off size, which could also be due to differences in the particle composition.
Applying these detection efficiency curves to the simulated particle number size distribution provided a time evolution of total particle concentration corresponding to each cut-off size. The size-resolved concentrations were then calculated as a difference between the total concentrations corresponding to two consecutive cut-off sizes. This provided time evolution of the concentrations in eight size ranges and the arithmetic mean of each size range was assigned as the diameter corresponding to that range. The growth rates were then determined using each of the four versions of the appearance time method (GR_{tot,5}, GR_{tot,50}, GR_{sr,5} and GR_{sr,50}; see section ‘Appearance time method’). These four growth rates were determined from all combinations of simulation and detection efficiency curve scenarios. Furthermore, the four GRs were determined for the lower (1.18–1.93 nm) and upper (1.93–2.68 nm) halves of the size range for each simulation using the detection efficiency curves of Scenario 1. All in all, this resulted in 24 growth rates being determined for each simulation (4 Scenarios × 4 methods + 2 size ranges × 4 methods), and these are collectively denoted as the determined growth rates.

For each determined growth rate, we calculated a corresponding growth rate in the simulation, namely simulated growth rate. Simulated growth rates were not the same as the values of the growth rate used as input in the simulation. The growth rate in most of the simulations varied both as a function of particle diameter and/or as a function of time for either or both of the following reasons: (1) the GR_{0} used as input varied as a function of diameter, and (2) the charged particles grew by a different rate than the neutral ones. In order to calculate a single value of simulated growth rate, we first calculated an average growth rate, GR_{ave}, as follows:

$$GR_{ave}(d_p,t) = \frac{3}{1 + \lambda + \lambda^2} \times \left\{ \chi_t(d_p,t) \times GR_t(d_p) + \left[ 1 - \chi_t(d_p,t) \right] \times GR_s(d_p) \right\},$$

where \(t\) is the time, \(\lambda\) is the ratio of two consecutive diameters in the diameter grid of the Ion-UHMA model (in this study, \(\lambda \approx 0.967\)) and \(\chi_t\) is the total fraction of charged particles. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 4 takes into account the numerical diffusion occurring in Ion-UHMA (Leppä et al. 2011). According to Eq. 4, GR_{ave} provides an estimate of the average condensational growth rate, but does not take into account growth due to coagulation processes occurring in Ion-UHMA.

The simulated growth rate corresponding to a determined growth rate was calculated as the time it would take for a particle to grow from the smallest diameter to the largest diameter in the diameter range that was used for the determined growth rate. For example, if the determined growth rate was obtained using data points, \((t, d_p)\), in the diameter range from 1.18 to 2.68 nm and the first data point was \((1.2 \text{ h}, 1.18 \text{ nm})\), then the corresponding simulated growth rate, GR_{sim}, would be

$$GR_{sim} = \frac{d_{p,2} - d_{p,1}}{t_2 - t_1} = \frac{2.68 \text{ nm} - 1.18 \text{ nm}}{t_2 - 1.2 \text{ h}},$$

where \(t_2\) is the moment of time at which a par-

### Table 1.
The values of the parameters used as inputs in the Ion-UHMA simulations. Here \(J_1\) is the average NPF rate, \(GR_0\) and \(GR_\xi\) are the growth rates of neutral and charged particles, respectively, and \(\xi\) is the enhancement factor (Fig. 10A). Options for particle losses in the simulations were (1) no losses, (2) wall losses similar to those occurring in the CLOUD experiment, and (3 and 4) coagulation scavenging by particles with a diameter of 150 nm and with concentrations corresponding to values of CS provided in the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Option 1</th>
<th>Option 2</th>
<th>Option 3</th>
<th>Option 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(J_1) (cm(^{-3}) s(^{-1}))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of NPF (h)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(J_1) as a function of time</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>Sinusoidal</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(GR_0(d_p)) (nm h(^{-1}))</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5 \times \text{tanh}[0.17 \times (d_p + 0.8)]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(GR_\xi(d_p)) (nm h(^{-1}))</td>
<td>(GR_0(d_p)) \times \xi(d_p) \times GR_0(d_p)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle losses (s(^{-1}))</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>(1.31 \times 10^{-3}) nm/d_p</td>
<td>CS = 1 \times 10^{-3}</td>
<td>CS = 1 \times 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
particle starting at (1.2 h, 1.18 nm) and growing by rate $GR_{ave}(t,d_p)$ would reach the diameter of 2.68 nm.

**Determined and simulated growth rates in an example simulation**

An example of the time evolution of a particle number size distribution obtained as an output from a simulation is shown in Fig. 11. In this simulation, $GR_0$ increased as a function of diameter, $GR_z$ was $\xi \times GR_0$, the NPF rate followed a sinusoidal pattern with duration of 1 h and average rate of 1 cm$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$. The proportion of the IIN in the simulation was 10%, 5% per polarity. However, because the charged particles grew more rapidly than the neutral ones, a very high fraction of charged particles was observed in the beginning of the simulation and the charged fraction at the size of the particle formation, 1 nm, was much smaller than 0.1 (Fig. 11). These phenomena have been explained in detail by Leppä et al. (2013).

The size-resolved concentrations and total concentrations corresponding to different cut-off sizes obtained using the detection efficiency curves of Scenario 1 on the output data of the example simulation are plotted in Fig. 12. It should be noted that the size-resolved concentrations reached 5% and 50% of their maximum values earlier than did the total concentrations with the corresponding cut-off sizes (see Fig 13A).

In the example simulation, the $GR_{ave}$ value varied considerably as a function of time and diameter (Fig. 13). It was especially high at the beginning of the simulation, which results from...
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A high proportion of charged particles (Fig. 11) and charged particles growing more rapidly than the neutral ones.

In the example case, all the four versions of the appearance time method provided a growth rate close to the corresponding simulated growth rate (Fig. 13B). Furthermore, GR_{sr,5} > GR_{tot,5} > GR_{sr,50} > GR_{tot,50} because the time values of the data points used to determine GR_{sr,5}, GR_{tot,5}, GR_{sr,50} and GR_{tot,50} were in that same order from the beginning of the simulation and the value of GR_{ave} was the highest towards the beginning of the simulation (Fig. 13). However, it should be noted that none of the four versions of the appearance time method was able to produce a value as high as GR±.

Effect of changes in the detection efficiency curves on the determined growth rates

The determined growth rates obtained using detection efficiency curve Scenarios 2, 3 and 4 were within a factor of 1.2 from the corresponding growth rate determined using Scenario 1 for a vast majority of simulations regardless of which version of appearance time method was used (Fig. 14). On average, the values of GR_{tot,5}, GR_{sr,50} and GR_{tot,50} determined using Scenario 2 were slightly higher than those determined using Scenario 1 (Table 2). This resulted from the simulations with GR_{0} increasing as a function of diameter: since cut-sizes corresponding to Scenario 2 were greater than those corresponding to Scenario 1 and the growth rate was higher at the larger sizes, the GRs determined using Scenario 2 were higher than those using Scenario 1. This phenomenon held true also for GR_{sr,5}, but the GR_{sr,5} values were affected by an opposite phenomenon also: when the charged particles grew more rapidly than the neutral ones, the values of GR_{ave} decreased as a function of diameter, especially at the beginning of the simulation (Fig. 13). This latter phenomenon was more pronounced for GR_{sr,5} than for GR_{tot,5}, GR_{sr,50} and GR_{tot,50}, because GR_{sr,5} was determined using data closest to the beginning of the simulation. With these two phenomena being approximately equal in the case of GR_{sr,5}, at least for the simulation set used in this study, the values of GR_{sr,5} determined using Scenarios 1 and 2 were approximately the same.

On average, the values of GR determined using Scenario 3 were smaller than those determined using Scenario 1, especially in the case of GR_{sr,5} (Table 2). The phenomenon causing
this discrepancy was described in detail by Riccobono et al. (2012). In this study, the ratio of GRs determined using Scenarios 3 and 1 varied between 0.81 and 1.09. This provides a rough estimate on how much the assumed difference in the shape of detection efficiency curves could affect the determined growth rate.

Finally, the values of GR determined using Scenario 4 were, on average, slightly higher than those determined using Scenario 1, especially in the case of GRsr,5 (Table 2). The ratio of GRs determined using Scenarios 4 and 1 varied between 0.98 and 1.12. In other words, using detection efficiency curves corresponding to Gaussian or step-wise inversion methods had rather little effect on the growth rate determined with the appearance time method.

Determining the size dependency of the growth rate

The distributions of the GR ratios determined for the upper (1.93–2.68 nm) and lower (1.18–1.93 nm) halves of the diameter range, when using detection efficiency curves corresponding to Scenario 1 are plotted in Fig. 15 for each version of the appearance time method. For each method, the determined growth rates and the corresponding simulated growth rates had a similar distribution indicating that the methods were able to capture the actual diameter dependence occurring in the simulation. Furthermore, the peaks of the distributions for simulations with and without the diameter dependence in the growth rate of neutral particles occurred at 1.3 and 1.0, respectively, which match the diameter dependence, or lack of one, used as input in the simulation. The values smaller than the peaks in the corresponding distributions (see Fig. 15) correspond to the simulations in which the charged particles grew more rapidly than the neutral ones, which caused the growth rate in the simulation to decrease as a function of diameter (see Fig. 13). This was most pronounced in the case of GRsr,5 since the data points used to determine those values were closest to the beginning of the simulation and the effect of enhanced growth of charged particles was most pronounced towards the beginning of the simulation.

Comparison of simulated and determined growth rates in different conditions

In the cases of highest coagulation sink used in the simulation, the methods tended to provide values that did not match the corresponding simulated ones (see Fig. 16). Whether the method underestimated or overestimated, as well as how systematic the error was, depended on
the method. In this regard, the $GR_{sr,50}$ was the most robust method with all the values being within a factor of 1.6 of the corresponding simulated value.

When $GR_0$ increased as a function of diameter in the simulation, all the methods provided higher GR in the case of $J_1$ being 100 cm$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$ instead of 1 cm$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$. For the values of $GR_{tot,5}$ and $GR_{tot,50}$, this was also observed when $GR_0$ was constant. This indicates that the determined values were affected by self-coagulation occurring in those simulations. The magnitude of this increase in GR caused by self-coagulation was in line with the results by Leppä et al. (2011).

Overall, the most robust methods to determine the simulated growth rate were the $GR_{tot,5}$ and $GR_{sr,50}$. When comparing these two methods, the latter was more robust if the coagulation sink was high, but considerably overestimated GR, if the NPF rate followed a sinusoidal pattern for

**Table 2.** The average of ratios of growth rates determined assuming detection efficiency curves of Scenarios 2, 3 and 4 (indicated by X) to the corresponding growth rates determined assuming detection efficiency curves of Scenario 1. In the first column on the left it is indicated whether the average is calculated over all simulations or over a subset of simulations with the given characteristic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulations</th>
<th>Scenario X/Scenario 1</th>
<th>$GR_{sr,5}$</th>
<th>$GR_{tot,5}$</th>
<th>$GR_{sr,50}$</th>
<th>$GR_{tot,50}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>X = 2</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>X = 3</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>X = 4</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$GR_0$ constant</td>
<td>X = 2</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$GR_0$ increasing</td>
<td>X = 2</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$GR_0 = GR_0$</td>
<td>X = 2</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$GR_0 = \xi \times GR_0$</td>
<td>X = 2</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 14.** Growth rates determined assuming detection efficiency curves in Scenarios 2, 3 and 4 (different symbols) as a function of corresponding growth rates determined in Scenario 1. Solid and dashed lines denote 1:1 correspondence and a difference by a factor of 1.2, respectively. The panels show results for different versions of appearance time method (see the axis labels).
4 h with the average $J_1$ being 100 cm$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$, especially if GR$_0$ was constant.

**Conclusions**

We have developed methods to obtain the particle size distribution and growth rates in the size range below 3 nm using the data measured with the Particle Size Magnifier in scanning mode. We have shown that the activation curves of ammonium sulphate particles with 0.1 nm difference in diameter are clearly separable in the size range of 1–2 nm, and therefore a data inversion can be developed. We tested and compared two inversion methods for obtaining the size distribution, of which the method based on Gaussian-shaped kernel functions seem to work best for real measurement data. We then introduced the appearance time method for calculating the growth rate of particles, and tested which is the best way of selecting the appearance times from measurement data.

Converting the measurement data into a size distribution or growth rate requires careful calibration of the instrument, and some assumptions about the particle composition. Changes in the composition of the particles, and changes in conditions, like the relative humidity, can affect the activation properties of particles in the PSM (Kangasluoma et al. 2013, 2014). This would affect the determined particle concentration in each size bin and the size limits of each bin. We chose to use the calibration based on ammonium sulphate particles, which is an atmospherically relevant compound and can be generated in high purity and in high enough concentration in the desired sub-3 nm size range (Kangasluoma et al. 2013, 2014). There is evidence that ammonium sulphate activates much easier in diethylene glycol than e.g. organic compounds (Kangasluoma et al. 2014), and therefore we are likely to underestimate the concentration and size of particles in case of an organic aerosol. These issues in sub-3 nm size range needs to be addressed in the future. However, the changes in the particle
activation efficiency due to composition can be also sometimes used for gaining knowledge of the particles, as in a CPC battery (Kulmala et al. 2007, Kangasluoma et al. 2014).

We showed using aerosol dynamic simulations and comparison with other instruments that the appearance time method used on the PSM data gives a good estimation of the particle growth rate in the size range 1–3 nm. The method is robust, at least if the shape of the particle size distribution is not heavily influenced by coagulation processes, especially coagulation scavenging. We also demonstrated that the growth rates are only slightly affected by possible errors in the determined PSM activation efficiency curves and that the methods are able to capture the diameter dependence of the growth rate. The most robust way of selecting the appearance time was either taking the time step when the total concentrations at different cut-off sizes reached 5% of their maximum value or when the size-resolved concentrations reached 50% of their maximum value. Comparing the two, the former was found to be more suitable for analyzing new particle formation events with long duration while the latter was less deluded by high coagulation sink.

As shown by Kuang et al. (2012b) the survival probability of particles into CCN sizes is clearly influenced by the initial GRs. The GRs are also used for scaling measured particle formation rates to the size of nucleating clusters (Kerminen and Kulmala, 2002). Therefore, using the correct GR for small particles is essential for estimating the effect of new particle formation on a larger scale. It has been already demonstrated that the PSM can give new valuable information about the aerosol formation process and particle concentration starting from the first molecular clusters (Kirkby et al. 2011, Kulmala et al. 2013), and especially when connected to ion and mass spectrometer data.
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